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Preliminary knowledge

Bachelor

BP052

Vigants Lesausks
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Prof. Bachelor Study Programme ``Business process management``

DESCRIPTION OF A STUDY COURSE

Sales Skills

Business process management

Compulsory

Full-time education

To give students the knowledge about the importance and possibilities of the sales 

management, the principles of the sales management.

To raise awareness of types of sales promotion and their application to meet the needs of 

different audiences.

Unfold students' confidence in their own abilities and to develop the skills to sell, using them 

accordingly to a particular audience.

 To illustrate the creation, management and motivation methods of a sales team.

To provide thorough knowledge about the techniques of online sales promotion and 

instruments.

Basic Marketing
Principles of 

Management
Business English

Communication Skills 

I - Basic 

Communication



No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Literature discussion 

Customer loyalty. Loyalty as the goal of the 

sales. 
Literature discussion 

Course contents

Tittle

The essence of sales promotion, aims and organization.

Sales promotion.

Methods of a direct impact on sales results.

Seller's image, the identification and creation.

Sales channels

Customer loyalty.

Sales strategy and its integration.

The study course calendar

Topic Type of assessment

The essence of sales promotion, aims and 

organization.

Online sales, how to increase sales with the 

help of the new technologies.
Written exam

Sales strategy and its integration. Written exam

Development of seller physical and personal 

characteristics. Speech, image, body language.

Individual work; Individual 

work and the presentation

Creation, recruiting and motivating of the sales 

team.
Group work and the presentation

Elements that influence online sales. Written exam

Techniques and methods of sales promotion 

within different markets.
Group work and the presentation

How to sell more. Methods of a direct impact 

on sales results.
Group work and the presentation

Seller's image, the identification and creation.
Individual work; Individual 

work and the presentation



Planned learning outcomes No

No of 

progr. study 

results 

applicable

1 1, 2

2 3, 9

3 6, 7, 10

4 6, 10, 11

1 2 3 4

● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

Simmulation 9

Case study 16

Group work and the presentation 20%

Active particiption in the class

Teaching methods Student workload (h)

Classes in the auditorium 45

Lecturer-led group assignments 40

10%

Written exam 40%

Total (%): 100%

Lecturer-led Individual assignments 22

Work in the library 32

Lecturer-led class discussion 16

Assessment methods and 

criteria

                                   Learning outcomes

Assessment methods

Individual work; Individual work and the 

presentation

Group work and the presentation

Active particiption in the class

Written exam

Total (h): 180

Learning outcomes

Comprehension of the meaning of the sales management and customer services in the sales promotion.

Ability to establish and put into practice appropriate sales promotion 

techniques according to the market characteristics.

Ability to work in the sales team in order to reach the goals of 

organisation.

Ability to professionally negotiate, reasonably handle clients objections 

and find an acceptable problem solution for all the parties involved.

Planned learning activities and 

teaching methods

Assessment of learning outcomes Distribution (%)

Individual work; Individual work and the presentation 30%

Mandatory and supplementary 

literature

Mandatory literature:                                                                                                                               

1. Carnegie, D., How to win friends and influence people. Random House Group Limited.                                                                                                                               

2. Study materials in studies.ba.lv                                                                                                         

Supplementary literature:                                                                                                                       

1. David Jobber, Geoffrey Lancaster Selling and Sales Management, 10th ed, 2015, Pearson 

Education.                                                                                                                                                    

2. Kluff, O., Pitch Anything: An Innovative Method for Presenting, Persuading, and Winning 

the Deal., 2011.

3. Rackham, N., The SPIN Selling Fieldbook: Practical Tools, Methods, Exercises, and 

Resources., McGraw-Hill Education 1996.                                                                                            



Grade

10 (outstanding)

9 (excellent)

8 (very good)

7 (good)

6 (above average)

5 (average)

4 (below average)

3 (weak)

2 (very week)

1 (extremely week)

Acquaintance with curriculum requirements, though lack of problem understanding in detail can 

sometimes be detected

General knowledge of curriculum requirements although lacks understanding of several problems in 

general

General knowledge of curriculum requirements, competence corresponds to minimum of curriculum 

requirements, problematic application of gained knowledge in practice

General knowledge of a curriculum gained, though a complete lack of orientation in other relevant 

issues is detected. Additional studies required to get an assessment. 

General knowledge on certain relevant issues in a curriculum gained, curricula requirements are not 

completed on average

A complete lack of basic curricula requirements is detected, almost no knowledge on a basic 

curriculum

Mandatory and supplementary 

literature

Mandatory literature:                                                                                                                               

1. Carnegie, D., How to win friends and influence people. Random House Group Limited.                                                                                                                               

2. Study materials in studies.ba.lv                                                                                                         

Supplementary literature:                                                                                                                       

1. David Jobber, Geoffrey Lancaster Selling and Sales Management, 10th ed, 2015, Pearson 

Education.                                                                                                                                                    

2. Kluff, O., Pitch Anything: An Innovative Method for Presenting, Persuading, and Winning 

the Deal., 2011.

3. Rackham, N., The SPIN Selling Fieldbook: Practical Tools, Methods, Exercises, and 

Resources., McGraw-Hill Education 1996.                                                                                            

Evaluation criteria of learning outcomes.

Explanation

Knowledge, exceeding curriculum requirements, attests independent research and deep understanding 

of a problem

Complete acquaintance with curriculum requirements, ability to apply gained knowledge 

independently

Complete acquaintance with curriculum requirements, though at times lacks deeper understanding 

and ability to affiliate gained knowledge with more complicated issues.

Curriculum requirements mastered, although less important knowledge gaps can be detected


